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Abstract. The irradiation enhanced creep phenomenon was discovered in stainless steels as a specific
physical process accompanying high-intensity neutron flux irradiation in fast reactors. IPPE is also
experienced in irradiation creep test activities, studying different types of materials under irradiation
in BR-10 fast reactor. Series of in-channel type test facilities were constructed and tested in BR-10
reactor's "dry" channels in order to carry out full-scale instrumented examination regarded to in-pile
creep behaviour of different reactor materials. As a result, a specific test technique, named
"Tensometric method", has been developed and experimentally proved to be power enough in order to
investigate irradiation creep of materials right in situ under neutron irradiation. The main peculiarity
of test facility, which is constructed to apply the tensometric method, consists in absence of any
special deformation-measurement cell at all. The in-pile creep strain measurement technique
developed at IPPE is based on the non-direct measurement of specimen's deformation (either linear
tensile strain or angular twisting one), which directly affects the loaded draws' tension parameters.
Starting from 1993, in-pile creep experiments to investigate in-reactor creep behaviour of El 10 and
E635 zirconium alloys were carried out in BR-10. Experimental results and data collected during
more than 20-year of BR-10 in-reactor creep test experience can be assumed as a strong evidence that
the tensometric technique is a powerful instrument, which can give a chance to study different
irradiation effects on reactor materials directly under irradiation.

1. INTRODUCTION

When arising in latest 60-ths, the problem of in-reactor creep study of structural materials was
the new and most unusual technical task. The irradiation enhanced creep phenomenon was
discovered in stainless steels as a specific physical process accompanying high-intensity
neutron flux irradiation hi fast reactors. That initiated the most intensive technical effort in
many countries to study the new discovered material's behaviour. Since that time IPPE is also
experienced in irradiation creep test activities, studying different types of materials under
irradiation in BR-10 fast reactor. During this period many design and methodical works were
performed to develop the most suitable in-reactor-test technique. Series of in-channel type test
facilities were constructed and tested in BR-10 reactor's "dry" channels in order to carry out
full-scale instrumented examination regarded to in-pile creep behaviour of different reactor
materials. As a result, a specific test technique, named "Tensometric method", has been
developed and experimentally proved to be power enough in order to investigate irradiation
creep of materials right in situ under neutron irradiation. One of the essential application of
tensometric test method is relevant detailed investigation of in-reactor creep behaviour of
zirconium alloys used as fuel element cladding materials for water-water power reactors.
Description of the method and technical means for its realization, as well as some
experimental results to prove tensometric technique capability, are subjects of present report.
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2. PRINCIPAL CONSTRUCTION OF TEST FACILITY TO REALIZE
TENSOMETRIC TECHNIQUE

The tensometric method to measure the specimen's creep or plastic deformation during in-pile
test is rather universal and can be applied to several types of loading scheme: tensile,
compression, twisting, bending, mechanical cycling, fatigue. To apply the method it is
necessary to use some special construction of test facility. Any in-channel-type test facility, if
compared with a standard test device, has some specific peculiarity mostly controlled by
channel's geometry. First of all any in-channel machine's construction is affected by a
significantly high channel's length/diameter ratio. For example, "M"-type channels of BR-10
have length/diameter ratio about 3000/35 (in millimeters). Load-train system of test facility
normally consists of two draws: active and passive one to transfer the load from the load-
inducing mechanism, which is usually placed in out-of-irradiation zone, to the specimen,
which is located in the active core zone. Because of a large length and of a rather limited cross
section of draws, the total elastic strain of draws is also abnormally large if compared with
standard test equipment. As usually, a passive unmovable draw simply represents the facility's
tubular body "solid-made" by welding or by other means. While the tensile or twisting load is
applied to the specimen through the inner active draw or driving shaft the passive tubular
body provides stress resistively, which is quite sufficient to prevent any facility's bending,
which might be taken in an account.

Schematic diagrams of proper test facilities arranged for tensometric method appliance are
shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. Any test facility schematically consists of four general parts: load
inducing mechanism; passive draw, which is facility's body; inner active draw (shaft); load
measurement cell. The load inducing mechanism contains an electrical motor, force-
increasing gears and, in case of tensile scheme, a motion screw pair to transform the nut's
rotation into axial motion of the screw, which at the same time is an upper part of the active
draw. The only control device (except thermocouples, of course), which is used in test
facility's construction, is a tensometer — a load measurement cell arranged to transform the
draws tension into amplitude-modulated electrical signal.

The torsion test facility (Fig.2) schematically is the most simplest construction of all. This
circumstance is the grate advantage when the facility is forced to work under in-reactor remote
control conditions. The next advantage of the torsion facility, if compared with tensile one, is
the low thermal influence on the load measurement cell's signal. That occurs because of any
possible draws' axial thermal extension in properly designed torsion type machine cannot
affect the twisting strain in such a rate as it takes place in strained draws of the tensile
machine. As it has been experimentally proved under BR-10 conditions, temperature
dependent error of creep measurement results is about ten times lower for the torsion type
facilities than for the tensile ones. Besides, the torsion type of in-channel test facility is one of
the suitable machines, which can be used to test thin-walled tubular specimen just being a
fragment of a real fuel pin cladding tube.

Both principle in-reactor test constructions described above are quite effective and sensitive
instruments to apply the tensometric method of creep-deformation in situ measurement. With
this method such natural but rather negative characteristic of in-channel type test facility, like
an extremely high elasticity of draws, can be converted into very advanced property, which
permits to organize reliable measurement of specimen's creep deformation in the reactor. It
should be also mentioned that the real BR-10 in-channel test facilities instead of a single
specimen shown schematically in Fig. 1 and 2 are equipped with special rig containing 3̂ -4
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specimens, which can be creep tested one after one without interruption of irradiation. Such
multi-specimen approach makes instrumented in-reactor test more informative and less
expensive.

3. CREEP-DEFORMATION MEASUREMENT METHOD

The main peculiarity of test facility, which is constructed to apply the tensometric method,
consists in absence of any special deformation-measurement cell at all.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram ofin-channel type tensile test facility.
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram ofin-channel type torsion test facility.
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The in-pile creep strain measurement technique developed at EPPE is based on the non-direct
measurement of specimen's deformation (either linear tensile strain or angular twisting one),
which directly affects the loaded draws' tension parameters. As it has been experimentally
proved this method is the most sensitive beyond the known in-reactor test techniques and is
one of the most reliable as far as in situ irradiation creep test is concerned. The physical
background of the tensometric method is comparatively simple. As it has been mentioned
above, any in-channel-type tensile (or twisting) machine has an abnormally high
length/diameter ratio. As a result, a total elastic strain of the load-train draws is also extremely
large when compared with standard laboratory equipment. As a result, elastic and creep
deformation of specimen during the test is at least in hundredth times lower than total elastic
strain of load training draws. For example, the total elastic strain of BR-10 in-cannel tensile
machine's draws at 200-kg load applied is about 2 mm. It means that pretending to organize a
"strong" mechanical loading scheme, in reality we have nothing but "soft" spring-type
loading. In other terms, the constant load being applied to the specimen is controlled by elastic
strained draws acting like a "stretched spring".

This "spring", containing also the tested specimen as a part of the "spring's body", is fixed in
its "stretched" state at the top side of the active draw when the motor is switched off. If some
specimen's creep deformation occurs it affects the "stretched spring" length causing the
draws' tension drop. Knowing the total draws' elastic flexibility coefficient and measuring the
tension drop it is possible to calculate specimen's inelastic deformation, which was the cause
of that drop. Thus, there is the principal technical possibility to measure creep deformation of
tested specimen not having any special deformation-measurement device at all. The elastic
machine itself, while equipped with some sensitive load control cell, is such a device. Since
the load controlling cell can be embedded in an active draw far out of the active core zone,
any possible irradiation disturbance of the load controlling system is negligible.

The flexibility of the load-train draws can be easily measured before irradiation as well as
periodically measured during irradiation too. Since the only small part of the facility is
affected by irradiation or high temperature, the total flexibility of the draws does not
practically change during full period of in-reactor test. That was many times experimentally
proved for several test facilities by periodic measuring of flexibility coefficient under
irradiation in BR-10 for as long as years of facilities' operation time. The most effecting
factor, which can really affect creep measurement results, is relative non-stability of a thermal
elongation of draws. Any unexpected change of draw's length during tensile test would be
translated as creep deformation of the specimen. So, the tensometric method can be
successively applied only at stable periods of thermal and power reactor operation. For
example, such suitable conditions occur in BR-10 reactor about 20 hours after the reactor is
arisen from the shutdown state up to the full power. Afterwards the in-pile-creep
measurements could be carried out with no significant troubles.

Creep rate calculation procedure for tensile test is as follows:

kf - draw-system's flexibility coefficient [mm/kg];
P - average tensile load applied to the specimen during At test period;
AL - specimen's creep deformation developed during At test period;
AP - measured draw's tension drop caused by AL draw's elastic relaxation;
L, S - specimen initial gage-length and cross section area;
average creep rate = As / At = (AL / L) / At = kf- (AP / At) / L ;
average stress = <r = P/S.
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Analogous creep rate calculation procedure in case of torsion test is as follows:

kf - draw-system's torsion (angular) flexibility coefficient [1/kgmm];
M - average twisting momentum applied to the specimen during At test period;
Acp - specimen's angular creep deformation during At test period;
AM - measured draw's tension drop (twisting momentum drop) caused by Acp draw's elastic
relaxation;
R, S, L - average radius, wall thickness and gage-length of the tested tubular specimen;
Ay - specimen relative angular (share) deformation (Ay = Acp/L);
average share creep rate = Ay / At = (kf • R/L) • (AM/At);

average creep rate intensity = As / At = (Ay / At) / V3
average share stress = T = M / (2TTR2 5);

average stress intensity = a — x • V3 .

It is clear that within At period specimen creep is caused not by constant load but load ranging
from P to P-AP. According to standard requirements for a constant-load-mode creep test a
load is assumed to be "constant" even if it deviates within some permitted limits (usually
about ± l-r2 %). So, if a creep test could be organized in a way when AP (or AM) drop would
lie inside that permitted limits, the whole experiment can pretended to be classified as a
constant-load-mode creep test. To provide all "constant load" requirements, as well as to
control and to register whole experiment parameters, the automated computerized control
system was developed. The programming support (software) for the "constant load" in-pile-
test procedure was prepared too. When the load measuring cell signal indicates that the lower
limit of the nominal load level is reached, then the loading mechanism is automatically
switched on to restore the load up to upper limit of the nominal level, hi fact, any creep
deformation curve, which is obtained under the tensometric creep measurement technique
described above, consists of continuos series of "partial creep curves" registered within the
permitted load-drop "window". These partial curves, following one after one without
interruption, being mathematically treated can be converted into a global "constant load"
creep deformation curve of the "normal" feature. The illustration of the deformation creep
curve formation technique is given in Fig. 3.

BR-10 test facility load control cell, used as deformation measurement cell too, consists of a
special elastic element made of "spring-type" steel with several wire-type tensoresistors being
fixed on the element's plates and forming DC-bridge electrical scheme. The cell is embedded
in the active draw right below the load inducing mechanism. In this position the cell is not
effected by neutron or gama irradiation as well as is working at rather low temperature (not
higher than 60^-80°C). With such type of tensometer it is possible to register about 0.1 -f- 0.2-
micron specimen elongation or its angular equivalent in a case of torsion test. That is assumed
to be upper limit of creep-deformation measurement resolution in case if tensometric
technique is applied under "absolutely stable" thermal conditions. In fact the real resolution of
method is strongly dependent on amplitude of thermal fluctuations, which can induce the
differences in draws' length caused by thermal extension effects. For that very reason the
tensometric method is much more resolute and productive with test facilities constructed for
torsion load scheme in order to study in-pile creep, which is induced by shear stress
application to thin-walled tubular specimens. In fact, all of in-reactor creep results for
zirconium alloys were obtained at BR-10 under torsion in-pile tests.
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FIG. 3. Creep data formation technique (X16H15M3E steel, in-pile tensile test).

4. EXPERIMENTAL SUBSTANTIATION OF TENSOMETRIC METHOD

Since tensometric technique is non-direct remote control creep rate measurement method,
some technical means and metrology procedures were developed to provide its reliability in
order to obtain proper but not false results during creep test. For example, to control stability
characteristics of the load cell during in-reactor operation a special standard-like dynamometer
was designed to be embedded in the active draw. Another example is related to in situ
metrology procedure called "absolutely strong specimen test". An "absolutely strong"
specimen (hard enough to be priory not creepable) is included among the normal specimens to
be tested. Thus, under the test conditions, which can activate in-reactor creep in normal
specimens, creep deformation of the "strong" specimen couldn't be expected at all. In this
case any results, which are measured by tensometric method like a creep deformation, simply
correspond to thermal deviations in stress resistively of the elastic strained draws. In other
words, the use of the "absolutely strong" specimen gives the chance to control thermally
dependent characteristics of test facility in situ as well as to evaluate some possible
uncertainties, which can effect creep data when real specimen is measured under tensometric
technique.

The results of just described in-reactor metrology experiment with the "absolutely strong"
specimen are illustrated in Fig. 4. Since any thermally dependent draws' elastic tension
change (not caused by specimen's creep) is also calculated by tensometric method like a
specimen's strain, this "deformation" is an error of creep measurement results, which is
caused by thermal non-stability of the test facility's load training draws. As it is seen out of
Fig. 4, thermal deviations realize themselves as a periodic function, which in case of real
specimen test is visible superposition around the real creep curve. While calculating steady
state creep rate, periodic thermal deviations can be easy filtrated by approximation of the
corresponding part of the creep deformation curve by a linear function.
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FIG. 4. Deviation of elastic tension of load-train-draws (calculated as equivalent specimen's false
deformation) caused by draws' temperature deviation. In-pile torsion test, "absolutely strong"
specimen, 325°C.

To obtain direct experimental evidence in substantiation of tensometric method a special
experiment was carried out under laboratory out-of-reactor conditions. The test facility was
bench-type full-scale functional analogue of the in-pile torsion machine used for BR-10. El 10
zirconium alloy, which shows rather significant creep at stresses near the yield point even at
room temperature, was chosen as a material to be tested. The creep test was performed under
usual "constant" load mode. Using the tensometric method the specimen's creep deformation
curve was registered. Then the "tensometric" creep results were compared with analogous
results obtained under parallel direct deformation measurement based on specially made
optical control system. The extent of conformity of "tensometric" results with those obtained
by optical technique can be taken as a criterion of reliability of tensometric method. The
results of such comparative creep measuring tests are presented graphically in Fig. 5. El 10
zirconium alloy specimens were loaded up to the stress near 90% of the yield point at room
temperature. As it can be seen out of fig. 5, the "optical" and the "tensometric" creep curves
practically coincide along the whole time of loading. This fact can be mentioned as a direct
experimental confirmation of the tensometric method reliability.

5. APPLIANCE OF TENSOMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS IN-
REACTOR CREEP STUDY

The best illustration of tensometric creep measurement method ability are experimental results
obtained during numerous in-pile tests. For more than 20-year of BR-10 in-reactor creep test
experience the tensometric test technique was applied to study irradiation creep of different
materials, such as several stainless steels for fast neutron reactors, zirconium hydride, fusion
reactor oriented vanadium alloy. Starting from 1993 in-pile creep experiments to investigate
in-reactor creep behaviour of El 10 and E635 zirconium alloys were carried in BR-10 too. As
a result the main irradiation creep characteristics, such as irradiation creep module and creep
rate stress dependence were determined for both alloys within rather wide interval of applied
stress (Fig. 6).
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FIG. 5. Results of the parallel creep data measurements obtained with optical system (o) and by
tensometric technique (x). El 10 zirconium alloy, torsion test at room temperature, no irradiation.
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FIG. 6. Stress dependence of zirconium alloys irradiation creep rate. In-pile torsion test, a) - El 10
alloy; b) - E635 alloy.

Some advantages of the tensometric in-pile test technique can be illustrated by experiments
when irradiation creep was studied under "non-stable" stress conditions. It is significant, that
during such tests irradiation creep process dynamics and structure become quite visible
(Fig. 7). hi respect to study temperature dependence of in-reactor creep, El 10 alloy has been
tested in reactor at different temperatures including those high enough to initiate thermal creep
(Fig. 8).
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FIG. 7. Irradiation creep under consequent changeable stress application. In-pile torsion test, E635
zirconium alloy.
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of El 10 zirconium alloy in-reactor creep rate. In-pile
torsion test.
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One of the interesting result obtained under tensometric technique application is effect of
"plastic deformation jumps" process accompanying irradiation creep in zirconium alloys. It
was detected that within some temperature conditions creep deformation of zirconium alloy is
developed as an interrupted stepping process (Fig. 9). Using a special fast registration
technique it was found that during a "normal smooth creep" some periodic short term plastic
deformation "jumps" occur. The inner structure of the "deformation jump", which is shown in
fig. 10, leaves no doubts that the observed effect is controlled by some local fast plastic
deformation process (developed within several seconds) but not by creep.
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FIG. 9. Plastic deformation "jumps" effect developed during El 10 zirconium alloy in-pile torsion
creep test at 235°C.
1 - initial deformation curve registered during the test;
2 - "pure creep " curve recalculated by excluding of "jumps ".
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FIG. 10. The structure of plastic deformation "jump" occurred during in-pile creep test illustrated by
Fig. 9.
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Presented illustrations are only a small part of data collected to confirm tensometric in-pile
test technique ability. More detailed description of BR-10 in-pile test results can be found in
references given below.

6. CONCLUSION

To summarize the experimental evidence of tensometric technique reliability it should be
underlined that this method looks to be one of the most suitable among the known instruments
to study irradiation creep dynamics. Another thing to be pointed out is possibility of the
tensometric technique effective use for "normal" laboratory test purposes (not under neutron
irradiation), including hot laboratories too. On one hand the test facilities, properly designed
and fabricated to fit the tensometric method requirements, are cheaper if compared with store-
bought standard test equipment. On the other hand the differential sensitivity of the
tensometric measurement technique is in many cases and for significant extent higher than
that for the standard technique even when applied to laboratory conditions. While being
applied to the in-reactor conditions the tensometric technique is one of the most economic and
reliable method to get creep data in a relatively short time. Experimental results and data
collected during more than 20-year of BR-10 in-reactor creep test experience can be assumed
as a strong evidence that the tensometric technique is a powerful instrument, which can give a
chance to study different irradiation effects on reactor materials directly under irradiation.
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